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Meeting with Garon and Shaz  

Meet the company that has evolved from ‘extermination’ to ‘preservation’… 

When Garon and Shaz returned to New Zealand they needed to find a company to buy fast - Shaz was expecting 
twins! Between their shifts picking apples in the Hawke’s Bay sunshine they pored over the ‘Businesses for Sale’ 
column and finally found what they were looking for – a nice profitable business with a steady clientele. That got them 
started. 

“But we found pest control was very seasonal” says Garon “so we began to look for other services we could offer our 
loyal customers and help us find new customers in our off-season”.  

The ‘Solution Company’ was born. 

Garon and Shaz first expanded by offering ‘Soft-Washing’ for homes and commercial properties, a magic combination 
of a secret formula detergent and low pressure cleaning that preserves and protects the exterior paint work.  

“Making buildings and homes cleaner and brighter gives them street appeal”, says Shaz “and that is important if you 
want more customers to come into your business or if your house is on the market. Soft-Washing also preserves all 
paintwork for years longer than normal and that delays the need for an expensive re-paint any time soon. And while 
we are there we can also help you with gutter solutions to keep rodents out of you roof and the leaves out of your 
downpipes” she tells me. 

Soft-Washing led to significant customer enquiry about other types of cleaning and preserving so The Solution 
Company now also offers Nano-Clear Protection. “Nano-Clear” says Garon “is another magic product that provides a 
clear coat protective cover for all machinery, boats, aluminium joinery, garage doors, commercial vehicles and so on. 
In the Hawke’s Bay with many people living so close to the sea and under a baking sun this is a brilliant product that 
will preserve and protect your major assets for years to come”. 

Garon soon found that clients were also asking for non-slip solutions around their offices and homes - so now The 
Solution Company makes entrances to commercial properties safer and takes care of pathways, doorsteps and 
interior tiles around the residential home. This is particularly reassuring for older residents and their families as 
slippery surfaces are a real fall hazard for aging owners.  

Garon will visit every site and advise exactly what the building needs. They have 2 guys permanently on the road 
applying their magic solutions to buildings, homes and other valuable items across Hawke’s Bay. 

And now that Garon and Shaz have completed the sale of the pest control part of their business the transition of The 
Solution Company from ‘extermination’ to ‘preservation’ is complete. “We are much happier being in the Protect and 
Preserve business” says Shaz, “it is a much nicer thing to do for a living!  
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